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on Dissipative Toroidal Drift Wave Stability
d,

M. A. Beer and T. S. Hahm

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University ..
Princeton, New Jersey 08543

Abstract

The effects of atomic physics processes such as ionization, charge exchange, and radiation on
/

the linear stability of dissipative drift waves are investigated in toroidal geometry both numer-

, ica21y and analytically. For typical TFTR and TEXT edge parameters, overall linear stability

is determined by the competition between the destabilizing influence of ionization and the sta-

bilizing effect due to the electron temperature gradient. An analytical expression for the linear

marginal stability condition, _c_it% , is derived. The instability is most likely to occur at the extreme

edge of tokamaks with a significant ionization source and a steep electron density gradient.

PACS numbers' 52.35.Kt, 52.35.Qz, 52.25.Gj, 52.55.Fa
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I Introduction

Tokamak edge plasmas are characterized by large density and potential fluctuations and large

particle diffusivity, which typically increases toward the edge as a function of minor radius. 1-3

Most previous drift wave turbulence models have not been successful in explaining the radial

profile of the diffusivity and the large fluctuation levels. 4 Another widely studied edge turbulence

candidate is resistivity gradient driven turbulence 5 which evolves from the rippling instability 6 in

the linear regime. Although this model predicts larger fluctuation levels and radially increasing

particle diffusivities, it suffers from the explicit dependence on the edge current density, which

has been called into question by a number of current ramp experiments, r,s However, the radial

gradient of the toroidal electric field which develops during the ramp could drive some residual

instability. Including realistic effects such as the impurity dynamics 9'1° and radiation ll tends to

make the theoretical predictions closer to experimeILtal observations.

Recently, drift wave turbulence has been reconsidered including atomic physics effects with

a hope that the aforementioned problems could be remedied. Most of these efforts have been

performed in a simplified geometry, with a focus on the nonlinear regime. 12,13

In this paper, we consider the effects of atomic physics on the _]near stability of dissipative

drift waves in toroidal geometry. It has been shown that in toroidal geometry, the coupling of

adjacent poloidal harmonics readers magnetic shear induced damping ineffective. 14 Therefore, the

instability with toroidal mode structure is more likely to be excited than one with Pearlstein-Berk

mode structure.

The principal conclusions of this paper include:

i. For typical TFTR and TEXT edge parameters, atomic physics effects are only important
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for long wavelength modes, in order of relative importance: ionization is destabilizing,

charge-exchange is stabilizing, and radiation effects are smaller.

ii. It is shown that nonlocal analysis is necessary to properly determine stablility.

iii. For typical parameters, the toroidal mode structure 14 is maintained in the presence of
L

atomic physics effects. The electron dynamics are nearly adiabatic (Boltzmann-like), rather

than hydrodynamic, over most of the width of the eigenmode, although the deviation from

adiabaticity is crucial and non-negligible.

iv. Various asymptotic regimes in parameter space are identified and fluctuation characteristics

are discussed for each re,_,ime. Relations to previous works are elucidated.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we present the basic model

. and obtain the dispersion relation in the local limit. The basic trends atomics physics effects

have on stability are indicated by local analysis. We turn to the nonlocal analysis in Sec. III,

where we derive the eigenmode equation using the ballooning transformation, and solve it both

numerically and analytically. Conclusions and discussion of these results are presented in Sec.

IV.

Ii Theoretical Model and Local Analysis

The basic model for dissipative drift waves can be derived from the Braginskii fluid equations. 15

To properly include atomic physics effects, we take moments of the Boltzmann equation:

Of q( v×B) 5f0-'t+v'V*f+-m E+ c .V,_f=-_,.



obtaining, for the zeroth, first, and second velocity moments:

On f _,o 61-b7+ v. (_u) = dv_-7' (_)OO

/?nm--_ = -Vp+qn E+_ +m dv v-u), (2)

3 dT -pV. u - V.q + _ dv (v - u) 2 - T dv--. (3)

Atomic physics processes and collisions enter these moment equations through the velocity space

integrals of

--= + _- + _- + __d5t -_ cott ion cz "

Therefore, the usual cold ion Braginskii equations are modified in the following way:

One

o--/-+ v. (_v_) = &, (4)
dve ve × B

mend--j-f- = -Vp_ - ene(E + _)c + Re; + mrS_(v,.,- vr), (5)
3 dTe me '

-_no--_ = --prV "vr -- V 'qe + Ooi- Prod- Tr& + -_-S_(vN - v_)2, (6)
Oni

-"aT+ v .(nrvi) = si, (z) "
dvi vi x B

mini d-'-[" = eni(E + _)c - Rei + miDi(vN - vi) + miSi(VN - vi). (8)

The atomic physics effects are contained in:

Sr = Si = nenN (o'v)ion

Di = ninN(av)=

for ionization, charge exchange, and radiation, respectively. Physica.lly ionization is a source

in the electron and ion continuity equations, charge exchange causes drag on the ion parallel

velocity, and 'adiation cools the electrons. Note that while ionization does not affect the fluid



momentum (uv) or energy (hT), it appears _ a drag in the velocity equation, and _lso enters

the temperature equation.

For electrostatic perturbations with w << f_i. the perpendicular dynamics are governed by',

¢

" Vie = VE×B _" Vde VExB = ---_Vlff@ X B

c

V.Li ---- VE×B + Vpi Vde = --B × V.I.Pe
eB2ne

c 0

vpi = B f_i -_ V .t.ff_,

Here we have used mi >> me and assumed Ti << Te for simplicity.

In a toroidal system, the divergence of the E x B drift in the ion continuity equation does

not vanish, and leads to coupling between different poloidal harmonics. For a large aspect ratio

torus with concentric circular flux surfaces, we have V±. VExS = -2iW4e (cosO- _0 sin 0_)

where O2de "- R '

li

Welinearize Eqs. (4)-(8) with ne = no+nel, ni = no+nil, pe =po+pet', Te = To + Tet,

oil = vllx, assuming there is no mean flow (viio = 0). The neutral velocity is assumed to be

stationary compared to the perturbed ion and electron velocities. We also assume that the

wavelengths of the fluctuations are much shorter than the equilibrium gradient scale lengths

(L,_,LT,...) but comparable to the ion gyroradius at the electron temperature, ps = _. Defining

the following dimensionless field quantities,

nil Ulli Vll_ _ Tel _-"fie = ne--!'lni = --, vi = _, ve = _, = _,
no ' no c, c_ To 7"0

and the following atomic process rates,

0S,_
= -- = n,,. <aV>;on

,To0,% 0 <av>_o.
fiT = = nN To

no OT, 0%



Di
7v = -- = nN (av)c zno

2 10Prad 2nz

ox 0

2 10Prad 2 OLz

7T =, 3no OTo='Sn

we have,

h, = w, _ + k Hc_..Zf_e + irl__.nile + i /3T _ (9)

0.51 u,i(_i - _e) = i'kjlv_'(h, - _ + 1.71T) +/3,_, + iwg, (I0)Cs

to, _ + 2 kllc, o_ _ i 2 k2v 2= 16-II_e2- O'71kllCS(vi-_)e):_ _Tea_ 5 _ -_3. wu.i w

03 _ "

hi = w--2-"- 2 (coso - i 0 _ - k_) _ + kllC----Zg,i
_0 sin 0_rr )+ P,(_r2 ._ ,

+i_-_5_ + i/3T:_
¢0 _ (12)

_i = kllc---2-s T) - itr

where the numerical factors come from the Braginskii coefficients (7/iI = 0.51-_-_, = 3.16 ,T
tri. e/,Je I

(_ = 1.7].) and r/e = _LT, w, = _.,, . We note that density and temperature fluctuations _ffect

the ionization source (/Jn,/JT), and the radiated power (Tn, ?T).

Before presenting the solution of the eigenmode equation (in Sec. III), which is necessary

to accurately determine the stability of this system, we begin by examining the local dispersion

relation. For the purposes of this discussion, we treat the wd_ term as a constant, evaluated at

_ 0 2
0 = 0 (bad curvature side), and treat _ - k_ as a constant, k_.. In this local limit,

fii = - 2_de - k2j.P2_ (P + _' ' + ,--h. + i/3TT. 14)



. I , i , .

Using quasineutrallty and Eqs. (9)-(11)and (13), we can obtain the lo_:al dispersion relation.
q

Two dimensionless parameters play crucial roles in characterizing the properties of the fluc-

2 2 2 2 k2v 2

tuations: _,,_, and _-,,. . The first, _,_, comes from the _[l_7_Te term in _7.qe, and measures

electron therm_d conduction along B. Thus the parameter _ compares the parallel electronwl_ei

thermal conduction rate to the mode frequency. The second, _-_ is the ratio of the sound wavew

propagation rate along B to the mode frequency. When _ >> 1 electron thermal conduction

is strong enough to smooth temperature fluctuations along B, so Te _ 0. This is known as the

adiabatic limit, and electrons have a Boltzmann-like distribution. When _ >> 1, sound waves
{M o

smooth pressure perturbations along B, so _be_ 0. This will be called the pressure balance limit
i,

in this paper.

As will be shown in Sec. III using the nonlocal mode structure, the adiabatic regime is

relevant for typical tokamak edge parameters. We discuss several other limits to relate this work

to previous studies.

i) In the adiabatic regime _ > 1, -_-_:
, , t,g/.re t _"

kllc__ ___,, _ __0, 05_- ,_,. (15)
+ i7_, + i/3n

Quasi-neutrality gives the following dispersion relation to the leading order in __._z.t.:

2 _ i(7, + _5n)(w. - 2wd_ + i/3n ) = O,,?(1 +b)-_(_. - 2_d_+ i/3_- i(1+ b)('r,+ _.))- k_%

.2 2
where b = k±p_. When kllc_, %,,/3n << w, the electron root further reduces to:

.2 2

_o_- l+b + (w.-2wd_)2 '

In the local approximation, the destabilizing effect of ionization (/3,_) comes from the inverse

dissipation in the ion continuity equation. The stabilizing influence due to the ionization



and charg:-exchange drag on the parallel ion velocity is smaller roughly by a factor of _,_-.02"

When spatially dependent kjl is actually taken into account, a nonlocal analysis in See. III

shows that the overall effect of ionization is destabilizing. Therefore, the ionization term

in the ion velocity equation, which is often neglected in the previous studies, seems to be

important only when _ >_ 1. We also note that the real frequency is shifted below w. by02,

wa_ and finite Larmor radius effects. Because T is small in this regime, radiation effects are

subdominant.

Collisional effects appear as a first order (,,_ w.._,_.)correction to wo in Eq. (16);

0'812 w'2"_' [1.77( 1 w° ]w _- w0 + i(1 + b)----_kllvt,22 - w,-) - 77_ ' (18)

Collisional effects are destabilizing when the down-shift of w overcomes the stabilizing effects

of _%, i.e., r/_ < 1.77(1 02_). When the spatial dependence of kll is treated nonlocaily in
1

the next section, this sca/ing with _,i changes to v_., increasing the relative importance of

col/isiona/effects. Radiation effects also enter at this order in _, but only shift the real

frequency, and do not affect stability directly.

ii). In the hydrodynamic regime, _ _ << 1:U31J_t ' 02" "

Here the dynamics along B is insignificant, and the electron density and temperature are

mainly E × B convected. Note that if _7_>> 1, we recover the limit considered by Ware,

et al. 1_ where w -,_ 77w. = w,T and T ,,_ _, >> fie In this limit, radiation effects could be

significant.



m). In the pressure balance regime, w-_ :>>1, wv_

-- -- 2 :a

5 + i 5.51 _,,,_

This limit is similar to the one investigated by Drake, et al. 16for the case .l _ 0. In contrast

to the near adiabatic regime, the pressure balance regime permits large electron temperature

fluctuations, and consequently, radiation could become an important destabilizing effect.

III Nonlocal Analysis

We derive the linear eigenmode equation using the ballooning formalism, lr-19 This procedure

reduces the two dimensional problem in (r, 0) to a one dimensional eigenmode equation in the

ballooning coordinate (r/), which can be regarded as the coordinate along the field lines. The

simplifying assumption is that for large mode numbers m, different poloidal hat'monics have

nearly identical structures centered at each rational surface.

" Using quasineutrality, gqs. (12) and (13) become:

-t- (cosO- sin )- Pe( - k_) _ =

( ) ( ) ( )- 1 k_c_ 6_ + _-_ ._2(,_+ i-r.+ iZ_) _(,_+ i%+ i/3._)022

Here we have broken the perturbed electron density into its adiabatic and non-adiabatic parts:

fie = (_ + 55_. The right-hand side of Eq. (19) contains the non-adiabatic electron response and

the atomic physics effects. Because the electrons are nearly adiabatic and atomic physics effects

are small for typical TEXT and TFTR, parameters considered here, we treat the right hand side

of Eq. (19) perturbatively.

" 9



We use the usuM (r, 0, _) coordinates, corresponding to the minor radial, poloidal, and toroidal

directions. In a large aspect-ratio axisymmetric torus, the perturbed potentiM can be expressed

asl

$(r,O,_) = E _ (s)exp[i(moe + jO- n_ -wt)], (20) .
J

where IJl << mo, a = _ ro is the reference rational surface mo = nq(ro), Ats - _ ko = _, _r_ ' ' rO '

and _ = Y-_ at r = ro. Ignoring for the moment the right-hand side, Eq. (19) is'q

1 Ft rl2,Ft2 be(i20a 2 1) _)j + _- _j-1 "t- _j+i -- i_ -1 -- +1 --

where we have used hll = s_._, be = k2p 2, _ = '_-- _ -_,,., r/3 = en = Using the ballooning{_n '

mode formalism, for Imol .., Inl >> 1, ,_j(s) = O(z), and _j+.l(s) = O(z =F1), with z = s- j. In

this approximation, the eigenmodes are composed of identical structures centered at each r_tional

surface. The eigenmode equation is:

_ a _in_ b°(_a__ 1) e(_/+-_ e(_+ _/+ e(z- _/- _[e(_+ _/- e(,_- J./] = c
(22)

We now Fourier transform this equation:

@('q)= dz e ''1_O(z). (23)

The eigenmode equation is now a one-dimensional differential equation in the ballooning coordi-a,

14
nate, 7-/'

i

where

[ 1 ,}'2 --_--(COS 11 q- 8'r/ Sill r])] . (24b)0(,7,_)= ,7_ _ :- -_+bo(1 + ,1_)+ '2e,,

10



,Alll, iii"

d2

The _ term is the ion sound wave contibutioa. In the expression for Q, 1 is the Boltzmann

electron response, -_ i_ the E × B convection of the ion density, _2rl2 is the ion polarization

drift, and 'l_(cos 77+ _r] sin r/) is the toroidal coupling term. We repeat this procedure including

the right-hand side of Eq. (19), and obtain:

+ +(,7)=o, (25a)

5Q(rl ft) = rill22 dz ei"* ¢(z) 1 6_'

0.2, OJ, _,

where (_( z) - -_, fc__¢_dz e-+rlz +(77).

We solve this equation as follows. First, we find the lowest order eigenfunction using adiabatic
#

electrons (SQ = 0). Then using this lowest order eigenfunction, we evaluate 5Q(r/)in Eq. (25b).

We find that tiQ(r])is constant over the eigenmode (I)('rT)to a very good approximation. For

small and constant tiQ, the effect on stability is simply Im(w/w,) "-, -Im(SQ)/r]_fl 2, As__far as
i

_ , _, ,
I t ."

linear anaylsis is concerned, TFTR and TEXT parameters justify the perturbative trea:_¢l_;i.nt,
/

since _, << _, as will be shown. Equation (24) is the eigenmode equation of Ref. 14, and is

obtained from our equations neglecting the non-adiabatic electron response and atomic physics.

We solve Eq. (24) numerically using an interactive WKB shooting code. 2° We are interested

in the most unstable modes for this system, which are the neutrally stable toroidicity induced

eigenmodes. Figures 1 and 2 show numerical sotutions to this equation for typical tokamak

parameters, for an extremely long wavelength eigenmode, fop, = 0.02 (Fig. 1), and for a shorter

wavelength eigenmode, kop_ = 0.1 (Fig. 2). The effective potential, -Q(r]), ;s shown in (a). The

• 11
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toroidal coupling terms create the local potentlal well which makes the magnetic shear induced

damping ineffective, thus making these modes neutrally stable. The eigenmode structure in the

ballooning coordinate, ¢(r/), is shown in (b). The eigenmode structure in the radial coordinate,

¢(z), obtained by Fourier tranforming _(r/), is shown in (c). The eigenfrequencies for these two

cases are f_ = 0.82 for hops = 0.02 and f_ = 0.48 for k0ps = 0.1.

To proceed, we solve Eqs. (9)-(11) and (13) for fie, 5fi_, and 7_ in terms of _, and ob-

tain:

ae + bf _ _, = bd + ce -
n_ = ad - cf ad - cf _ (26)

5fie - a(e-d)+(b+c)f
ad- cf

where:

.2 (1.7[) 2 x 2 2 x 2 2/3n 2/3T ,,

a = z_(3.16+ "Oig]" )_-_ 3f_(f_+i_+i_) + l+i(-TZ,o +3cow+3_o -) (27)
lM, lM,, /

2 1.71 z 2 qe
b = is0.,5vn +ft

2 1.71 x 2 2 z 2 2 _n i

c = -i3 0.51Pf_ +Sfl(fl+i _+i '_-a")-i( 7--E_o+3w -)td, td, ,'

3:2 :g2
,, _ + 1-i _n

d = i0.51_f/ ft(f_ + i-_. + i_-)lM,* -_"

z 2 1

e = i 0.51pFr + _,,

.1.71 x 2 x _ .JT

/ = ?-fi+ + + + '--'

We have normalized z = xr/,, and P = _ These terms in 5Q are ratios of fourth ordera],* rrl I

i

.; d2p_lynomials in z, and do not Fourier transform nicely into ballooning space as the _,2 and

terms do ir_ the unperturbed eigenmode equation, so we evaluate them in configuration space,

and then transform to ballooning space.

12
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Typical edge parameters for TFTR and TEXT are shown in Table I. 7- is calculated using

experimentally measured Pr_d. To estimate 7T, we use coronal equilibrium cooling rates, _1 nor-

realized to match Pr_d. Since the actual Lz(T_) will be smoother _han the coronal model, this

is an upper bound on 7T. All atomic physics rates are much smaller than w. for m values ofw

interest Using the lowest order eigenfunctions, we can now evaluate _ and _r _ and identify

_,x, wherethe parameter regime for these fluctuations. For the toroidicity induced modes, kll ,,_ -L-Tk0, =

Az ,_ _ and L., = _, so

(qtt):(-jJ (k0p,)2'

In the TFTR and TEXT edge, this quantity varies from 10.3 for short wavelengths (keps - 1)

to 1 for longer wavelengths (keps - 0.05). Therefore, we have _ _< 1 tor parameters of interest,{,t) j

and pressure balance is not likely to be achieved, even for rather low keps (m _ 50).

More importantly, since
" ,2 2

= , (29)

, .2 2 2.._and typically p << 1 even for rather low hops, we have _ >> 1 > In summary, these' 02 tJ_i 02" '

fluctuations are typically in the adiabatic regime,

Because of the spatial dependence of kll, the electrons are hydrodynamic only within a narrow

region near the rational surface, and adiabatic outside this region, as shown in Fig. 3. For

illustration, Fig. 4 shows the case P >> 1, where the electrons are hydrodynamic near the rational

surface, and pressure balance is enforced outside this region. The typical parameter regimes for

toroidal drift waves in TFTR and TEXT are shown in Fig. 5.

We can now evaluate the integral for 6Q using the lowest order eigenfunctions ,_(z), as shown

in Figs. l(c) and 2((:), for example. Since _ << 1, the electrons are non-adiabatic only within a

narrow region near the rational surface, and the integrand for the perturbed potential 6Q looks

13



like a delta function in z. When transformed into ballooning space, 5Q(r/) is roughly constant

over the width of the eigenmode, ms shown for these two cases in Figs. 6 and 7,

If the atomic physics rates are r/-dependent due to specific experimental situations such as

the limiter configuration and gas puff location, the imaginary (dissipative) part of 5Q would be

v-dependent _nd could induce toroidal coupling. _2 For the parameters considered in this paper,

the toroidal coupling in the real (reactive) part of Q caused by ion drifts is a larger effect since

Wde >> 7.

In the limit _ << 1, we can evaluate 5Q analytically without knowing the detailed eigenmode

structure, keeping terms up to O(l_½). The lowest order piece of the 5fi_ term tn Eq. (25b)

contributes

(30)
3_I a

_Q = ,7,,_n_(1 -i) [2.51(1-al- 1.o6,7o1
+_a½_(_+ i)[ _(0.24a+o.aa(1-a)+o.ig_)

+ _--(zlan+o49(1-n)-o.16v_){,_e ' °

+ _(0,3_a +0,02(_- n) + o.s7_)].
For the second term in Eq. (25b), fie = _ to lowest order. The/3r, term is trivial to evaluate, but

for the 7v term we appro:dmate f_,:¢ z2 _(z)dz ". _. The dominant contribution is:

,_Q=-i,7_a2/_"+ i 2 ('A_+ _,,L- _.__, -L-). (31)

The lowest order contribution from the T term is proportional to _J::

5Q = rh3-y½f_½-_(1 + i)/3T(0.35 fl + 0.16(1- ft)- 0.14 r/_). 32)

Combining these terms, the growth rate is"

7 _ 13n 2 7..2+/3n)+ v/__. - _ _2v2a_(_ _ -7-_(g)½12.51(l-n)-l.06,7_] 33)

2 ft)½[ 7T(0'24 fl + 0'33(1 - ft) + 0'19'7_)

t4



i

1. 3 + o.,t9(1- - 0.16no)
Cd

+/3T (0.69 _ + 0.17(1- _2)+ 0.74 r/e)].
a)

The basic trends of the local analysis remain, with some important modifications. The desta-
a

bilization from the ionization term in the ion continuity equation is reduced by charge-exchange

2

and ionization drag on the ion velocity, but the stabilizing term is smaller by a factor of --._,_.r,

which depends on the wavelength (r/s "_ kops). As hops gets smaller, the stabilizing term becomes

competitive. In the third term, the collisional effects scale llke 7½ instead of 7 predicted from local

theory. Therefore, this term is not negligible compared to 7-independent terms. The radiation

effects are very weak, since 7, 7,_, and 3'T are all small.

Figures 8(a)-(g) compare tile numerical and analytical growth rates as _, r/e,/3,_, fiT, "Tr, 7n,

and 3'T are varied, using the parameters in Fig. 1.

. Typically, the growth rate is determined by the competition between ionization and collisions,

the latter is stabilizing for large r/e, and overall stability is achieved when:

2 /3n 1 1

r/e > rk_it = 2.37(1- ft)+ _w. (pfr)½ _Ts' (34)

For the cases considered in Table I, collisional stabilization is stronger than the destabilization

from ionization, rendering these modes stable. However, at the extreme edge of tokamaks, steeper

density gradients and higher ionization rates may make these modes unstable.

IV Conclusions and Discussion

This paper has focused on the effects of various atomic physics processes on dissipative drift

wave stability in toroidal geometry. The principal conclusions of this paper _re as follows.

" 15



i). For typical parameters of the TFTR and TEXT edge, the electron dynamics are nearly

adiabatic.

ii). The deviation from the adiabatic response which is required for instability comes from

ionization, collisions, charge exchange, and radiation, roughly in order of importance.

iii). For an instability, the inverse dissipation from ionization or from the downshift of the real

fiequency below w._ should overcome the stabilizing effects due to the electron temperature

gradient, quantified by r/e. Therefore, for long wavelength modes, an instability is likely

to occur at *he extreme edge in minor radius with significant ionization source and rather

steep electron density gradient (low r/e).

iv). Ionization acts as an inverse dissipation in the density continuity equation, but also appears

as an effective drag in the ion velocity equation. This effect, although ignored in previous
mO

studies, 13 can quantitatively affect stability if _ > 1.{.nj"

/¢,, ,_.2_2

v). The magnitudes of two dimensionless parameters and _ determine the asymptotic' _/2¢1

regimes in parameter space and the characteristics of the fluctuations. P_elevances of the _,

previous studies 11,12,16on radiation-driven edge turbulence models are discussed for certain

regimes.

The detailed linear analyses and results presented in this paper indicate that the edge drift

instability has a growth rate which is smaller than the real frequency for m > 10. However, we

would like to point our that this does not necessarily imply small fluctuation levels at saturation.

Since the longer wavelength fluctuations (with kj.ps << 1) are more Likely to be destabilized

by the ionization, the weak turbulence analysis based upon nonlinear wave-particle interactions

16
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i

(including ion Compton scattering) is not likely to be justified. In the strong turbulence regime,

the Hasegawa-Mima nonlinearity 23 is also negligible because it relies on the nonlinear polarization

drift. Therefore, the nonlinear saturation could occur through a nonlinear process which is

insensitive to the strength of finite Larmor radius effects. One possibility would be the dissipative

correction to E x B convection. 24 Since this nonlinearity is also weak, it is possible to have a

large fluctuation level at saturation. 13
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Table i. Typical Edge Parameters
r=0.95 a

TFTR TEXT

n, (cm -3) 8 x i012 8 x 1012
Te (eV) 150 40 "

nN (Eta-3) 3 X 109 3 × 10l°

P_,d (W/cre 3) 0.03 0,1 ,
L,, (cre) 10 4
LT (cre) 5 2

r/e 2 2
a (cm) 80 27

Ro (cre) 245 100
Bo (W) 4.5 2

q 4 4

g 2 2

en .04 .15
cs (cm/s) 8,5 x 106 4.4 × 108

v_. (s -1) 1.9 × 105 1.4 × 108

p, (cm) 3.9 × 10-2 4.6 x 10-2

w,e (s -1) for kep_ = 0.1 8.5 × 104 1.1 × 105

(m=195) (m=56)
w._ (s -1) for kep_ = 0.02 1.7 × 104 2.2 × 104

(m = 39) (m = 11)
Zn (s-l) loo soo
/3T (s -l ) -10 300

7v (s -1 ) 200 1000 '
7,_ (s-l) 100 1300

7T (s- x) -200 1400
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Numerical solution of Eq, (24a) for extremely long wavelength (kop_ = 0,02), with q = 4,

_n = 0.1, and _ = 2, (a) Effective potential -Q(r/) in ballooning coordinate. (b) Lowest

' order eigenmode in ballooning coordinate, ¢(r/), (c) Lowest order eigenrnode in radial

coordlnate, ¢(z).

Fig. 2. Numerical solution of Eq, (24a) for kop_ = 0.1, with q = 4, en - 0.1, and g -- 2. (a) Effec-

tive potential -Q(r/) in ballooning coordinate. (b) Lowest order etgenmode in ballooning

coordinate, _(r/). (c) Lowest order eigenmode in radial coordinate, _(z).

Fig. 3. Spatial dependence of_ (solid) and T (dashed) for _ << 1.

Fig. 4. Spatial dependence of fi (solid) and 7_ (dashed) for _ >> 1.

$

Fig. 5. Typical parameter regimes for toroidal drift waves in TFTR and TEXT (electron response).

' Fig. 6. Perturbed potential for eigenmode in Fig. 1.

Fig. 7. Perturbed potential for eigenmode in Fig. 2.

Fig. 8. Comparison of analytically (dashed) and numerically (solid) computed growth rates as (a)

U, (b) r/e, (c)/3n, (d)/3T, (e) 7u, (f) 7_, and (g) 7T are varied, using the parameters in Fig. 1.
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Growth rate vs. Wo, P=O.O01
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Growth rate vs, #_, _o=2, U=O.O01
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Growth rate vs. 7,, W,=2, U=0.001
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Growth rate vs. ?'T, Tie=2, {=0.001
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